




Since 1999, VRX Simulators have revolutionized the simulation 
market. A true passion for racing and technology has led to the 
unique design of a variety of high-performance simulators. Our 
products are recognized globally as the most advanced and 
best constructed racing simulators ever created.

With simulators built for hundreds of customers and shipped 
to over 13 countries worldwide, VRX has a global presence and 
a network of international partners. This helps us develop and 
design simulators for all types of racing.



“I have been working with the VRX team, and must admit that they are a 
pleasure to deal with. They are straight shooters with a wealth and diversity of 

experience that deliver everything they promise, and more.”

- John Hiron, Executive, Guillemot Corporation (Thrustmaster Division)

“I just wanted to say that VRX staff been a tremendous help onsite. They have 
gone so far above and beyond expectations. I’ve been producing events for over 

15 years and I can honestly say that VRX has done more work outside of their 
area of responsibility than I have ever seen before. Without them, we would not 

have been able to execute this project onsite.”

- Stephen Brauer, Wasserman Experience (Forza Fuel Project)

“We took delivery of our system in June 2020 ...They did a fantastic job of 
assembling the system completely and shipping to me in a package that was 
easy for just two people to move downstairs into our basement … The system 
itself is fantastic … One thing I have been most impressed with is the level of 

customer service VRX provides.

- Dr. Fareed (Previous Customer, Touring Car Driver)



A low-cost, long-term training 
solution for professional, 
semi-pro, and amateur drivers. 

With no variable expenses 
(fuel, tire wear, travel), the 
iMotion provides an extremely 
realistic training alternative to 
gain valuable track time.

An easy to operate and 
low-maintenance piece of 
equipment, the VRX iMotion is 
an immersive and exciting 
racing simulator for 
enthusiasts and gamers alike.

With a small footprint, the 
iMotion is a nice addition to 
the garage or man cave.

A definite crowd-pleaser, the 
iMotion creates an exciting 
attraction for special events 
and tradeshows. 

Guaranteed to attract traffic 
and excitement to your space, 
the iMotion increases 
engagement and enjoyment.

The iMotion can be linked with 
other simulators to allow 
players to race head-to-head in 
an arcade of family 
entertainment centre 
environment.

The iMotion is a 
low-maintenance, 
easy-to-operate racing 
simulator attraction.



STUNNING VISUALS

DIRECT-DRIVE STEERING

HIGH-FIDELITY PEDALS

IMMERSIVE MOTION SYSTEM

Immerse yourself in the virtual track with a single or 
triple-screen 4K viewing experience.

Maintain complete control of your car with a 
direct-drive, force feedback steering system with a wide 
selection of rims.

Experience a responsive and realistic pedal feel to 
practice your heel-toe technique - with accelerator, 
brake, and clutch.

Feel every bump, turn, and the rumble of the engine 
with an incredibly accurate motion system.



ALL MAJOR RACING CLASSES
No matter your racing style or preference, you 
have access to hundreds of different cars in all of 
the major racing classes.

● NASCAR
● Formula 1
● GT
● Cup Car
● Sprint Car

ALL MAJOR RACING CIRCUITS
You also have access to all the major racing circuits 
from anywhere in the world. Travel from Circuit of 
the Americas to Yas Marina or the Nurburgring - all 
with the push of a button.

● Off-Road & Rally
● Ferrari Challenge
● Touring Car
● & many more

RACE AND COMPETE ONLINE WITH FRIENDS
Get access to a massive online racing community 
to race & compete with other sim-racers. Develop 
your skills, host events and build your reputation - 
the possibilities are endless.



SCREEN SIZE SINGLE 55” 4K

POWER REQUIREMENTS 110V/120V @ 15A

WEIGHT ~350LBS

SCREEN SIZE TRIPLE  55” 4K

POWER REQUIREMENTS 110V/120V @ 20A

WEIGHT ~450LBS



MOTION

1.5” MOTION SYSTEM (INCLUDED)

The 1.5” motion system is perfect for the road racer. 
It highlights all of the bumps and forces to give 
you an immersive driving experience.

3” MOTION SYSTEM

The 3” motion system further accentuates the 
driving experience by increasing the overall 
movement of the system. Perfect for on-road and 
off-road racing.

6” MOTION SYSTEM

The 6” motion system provides the ultimate 
flexibility and maximum range of motion available, 
allowing you to set the overall motion to 1.5”, 3” or 
the full 6”.



DISPLAYS

SINGLE 4K 55” DISPLAY

Compact and upgradeable, the single screen 4K 
display setup is perfect for the smaller space and 
provides and a versatile platform for adding 
multiple simulators side by side.

TRIPLE 4K 55” DISPLAY

The ultimate display setup for maximum 
screen-based immersion. Increase your field of 
view three-fold and enjoy the racing action in your 
peripheral vision. Perfect for larger spaces and as 
an attraction for maximum WOW-factor.

SINGLE 4K 55” DISPLAY

TRIPLE 4K 55” DISPLAY



STEERING
F1-STYLE RIM

A Formula One rim with programmable 
buttons and paddle shifters designed to 
provide an authentic F1 racing 
experience.

NASCAR-STYLE RIM

An authentic NASCAR rim designed to 
provide an authentic oval or road track 
racing experience. [Best if combined with 
a H-pattern gated shifter.]

GT-STYLE RIM

A GT-style rim for a wide range of 
vehicles. Equipped with paddle shifters 
to provide an authentic and versatile 
racing experience.



SHIFTER

7-SPEED H-PATTERN SHIFTER

Add versatility to your simulator by adding a 
manual H-pattern shifter for NASCAR and other 
shifter-based racing classes.



VIRTUAL REALITY

VR HEADSET INTEGRATION

Virtual reality puts you in the car and immerses 
you in the virtual world. Look around in full 360° 
and blur the line between reality and simulation.

To Learn More: Is Virtual Reality Right for You?

https://www.vrx.ca/faq/is-virtual-reality-right-for-you/


CUSTOM WRAP

CUSTOMIZE YOUR SIMULATOR

Make your simulator your own by including a 
custom-designed wrap. Add your race-team 
colours, your company logos, or any design of your 
choice!

Download our wrap template (.eps)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ZIaSDjPNve0-ZsvdSA0ASjHzAB0gLNbB?usp=sharing


EXPERIENCE AMAZING
FOR SUPPORT & RESOURCES VISIT WWW.VRX.CA

https://www.vrx.ca/imotion-racing-simulator-2/

